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This note contains results which everybody knows are true but the proofs of which are 
not to be found in the literature. In particular, we prove that certain cardinal invariants 
of the continuum are small in the Sacks model and provide a proof of a theorem of J. 
Baumgartner stating that * holds in the side-by-side Sacks model. 
I. Introduction 
In many ways the models obtained by adding many Sacks reals to a model of 
CH are viewed as "the opposite" of Martin's Axiom. J. Baumgartner in [Ba] 
showed that, indeed, if one adds many Sacks reals to a model of CH Martin's 
Axiom fails totally. In particular, many cardinal invariants of the continuum are 
small in both the side-by-side and iterated Sacks models. It usually follows either 
from the fact that the Sacks forcing has the Sacks property or from the fact that it 
preserves P-ultrafilters (see [BaL] or [BJ]). 
In this note we develop what we believe to be comprehensible approach to 
countable support iteration of Sacks forcing (Section II.) and then use it (Section 
III.) to show that some other cardinal invariants are small in the iterated Sacks 
model. In Section IV. we introduce that notion of (K, 2)-semidistributivity of 
forcing notions and use it to prove an unpublished result of J. Baumgartner that 
* holds in the side-by-side Sacks model. 
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The set theoretic notation is mostly standard and follows [Ku]. Recall the 
definitions of the following <>-11ke principles: 
The * principle asserts that 
3{4x • a e Bm(co^)\ such that Va e Um(cD^) Aa <= a, sup(Aa) = a 
and VX e [co^1 3a e Bm(co^ such that Aa ^ X. 
A weakening of both * and CH, denoted by ^, states that 
3X c [co-]" |X| = Xx such that V>>e [co,]
031 3xeX:x ^ y. 
The * principle has been used by Ostaszewski (see [Os]) to construct the famous 
Ostaszewski space — a countably compact non-compact S-space with closed sets 
either countable or co-countable. In the presence of CH, * is equivalent to <>• The 
principle ^ was first considered in [BGKT]. 
The forcing notions mentioned throughout the text are standard as are the 
cardinal invariants of the continuum with possibly the following exceptions: 
ae = mm{\stf\: stf cz co
00 is maximal family of eventually different functions} 
ap = min{|j^|: srf is a maximal almost disjoint family of graphs of permutations 
on co] 
aT = mm{stf\: stf is uncountable maximal almost disjoint family of subtrees 
2<w) 
The cardinal invariant ae was studied by A. Miller in [Mi2]; ap was considered 
by S. Thomas, P. Cameron, Y. Zhang and others. The cardinal invariants ae and 
ap are larger or equal than non(Ji) (see [BrSZ]). aT was studied (without being 
given a name) in [Mil] and [Ne]. It is easily seen that a r is equal to the minimal 
size of a partition of the Baire space cow into compact sets, hence is greater or equal 
to b. The author believes that Con(b < aT) is an open problem (despite a cryptic 
note in [Ne]). 
II . Countable support iteration of Sacks reals 
This section uses a classical treatment of iterated Sacks forcing (see [BaL]) and 
ideas from [SS]. Recall that the Sacks forcing S is the set of all perfect subtrees 
of 2<co ordered by inclusion. A p = 2<co is a perfect tree provided that Vs G p Vn e co 
a \ nep and Msep^neco^t #= t! e 2n n p such that 5 =j t, t!. For p eS and 
se2<0J we let ps = {tep: t c 5 or s c t). Notice that p s e S iff sep. For 
a perfect tree p let [p] = {fe2w : Vri G CO f \ ne p). 
S is an cO^-bounding proper forcing. In fact o satisfies Axiom A. As in [BaL] 
we shall use the following notation: If p, q e S and m,neco then we say that 
(p, m) < (q, n) provided that p < q, m > n and Vs e q n 2n 3t 4- t' e p n 2m such 
that s c t, t'. The following is the standard Fusion Lemma. 
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Lemma ILL ([BaL]) If {(phn):ieco} is such that (pi+uni+l) < (phn) for 
every i, then pw = f]{pt: i e co} e S. 
Let S a denote a countable support iteration of S of length a. We shall need 
a version of the Fusion Lemma also for Sa . If p, q G Sa, m,neco and 
F e \_supp(qj]<0) we will write (p, m) <F (q, n), when p<q and V/?GF 
p \ p\\- "(p(/3), m) < (q(P\nf\ Abusing the notation slightly, we can state the 
Fusion Lemma as follows. 
Lemma II.2. ([BaL]) Let {(ph nh F) : i e co} be such that pt e Sa, nt e co, 
Ft c Fi+h [JFt = [jsupp(p) and (pI+1, ni+l) <Fi (ph n)for every i. Define p so that 
supp(p) = \Jsupp(p) and V/J e supp(p) p(p) = f]{p(P): P e supp(p)}. Then p e Sa . 
Let p e Sa, F e [supp(p)]
<0) and o : F -> 2". Denote by p f cr the function with 
the same domain as p such that 
The function p f a does not necessarily have to be a condition. We will say that 
o is consistent with p if p\oeSa (i.e. if MP EF (p fa) \ p lh "<T(J8) G p(j3)"). 
A condition p is said to be (F, n)-determined provided that Mo : F -> 2n either cr is 
consistent with p or 3/? e F s.t. rj f (F n /?) is consistent with p and (p f o) \ p\V 
Lemma II.3. ([BaL]) Let p G Sa , F G [supp(p)]
<co, n e w atzd O-: F -> 2n. Fherz 
(1) IfmaxF<p<a then (p \ o) \ p = (p \ P) \ o. 
(2) p is ({0},n)-determined for every ne co. 
(3) If k > rc, F c= G, (g, m) <G (p, k) arid p w (F, n)-determined then so is q. 
(4) yf max F < P < a lhen p /s (F, n)-determined iff p \ p is (F, n)-determined. 
(5) There /s qeS^q < p such that for some o:F-*2nq = q\o. 
(6) If p is (F, n)-determined and q < p then there is o : F —> 2n such that o is 
consistent with p and, q and p \ o are compatible. 
Proof. See [BaL]. • 
A condition p G S a is continuous iff VF G [supp(pj]
<co \/n e co 3m > n 3G e 
[supp(p}]<w, f c G s o that p is (G, m)-determined. 
Lemma II.4. ([BaL]) Let p eS ,ne co and F e [supp(p)]<t0. There is (q, m) <F 
(p, n) such that q is (F, n)-determined. 
Proof. The lemma will be proved by induction on a. 
a = 1: This is true since every p G SX is ({0},rc)-determined for every n. 
a = /? + 1: Only the case when /? G F has to be considered. There are S r names 
q and m such that p \ p\\~ "(q, rh) < (p(P\ n)". By the inductive hypothesis there is 
a q' which is (F\{j8},n)-determined, (q\ m') <F^P (p \ p, n) and q' decides q n 2". 
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For every o consistent with q' let ma be such that q' \ o lh "ra = mj\ Put q = q'^q 
and m = max {{m'}u {m^ : o~ is consistent with q'}} + 1. 
g-limit: Choose /? such that max F < ft < cc. Let cf e S^ be such that (q\ m) <F 
(p \ /?, n) and qf is (F, rc)-determined. Then put 
м Ы{y) i f ľ < ß 
It is easy to see that this works, • 
Lemma II.5. For every p e Sa there is a continuous q < p. 
Proof. Use the previous lemma to construct recursively pt e S a , H, e co and 
Ft a finite subset of a satisfying the following: 
(1) p0 = p,n0= 1, F0 = {min(supp(p))}, 
(2) Pi+i 1s (Fi9 n^-determined, 
(3) (Pi+i9ni+1) <Fi(pi,nl), 
(4) []{Ft:ieco}= [j{supp(p!): i e co}, 
(5) Ft c Fi+1. 
Let q be the fusion of this sequence. Then q obviously a continuous extension of 
p. • 
We shall make use of the fact that every continuous condition q is fully 
described by the sequence {(Fh nh E f ) : i e co} where Fh nt are as above, and Zf = 
{o:Ft -> 2"
1 such that o is consistent with q}. The important property of this 
representation is that (informally) each condition is forced to branch between levels 
nt and ni+1. Notice that if {(Fh nh E,): i e co} is a representation of a continuous q 
and f e cow is a strictly increasing function, then {(Iytj), W/(i), -£/(*)): i e co} also 
represents the same q. 
Lemma II.6. Let q < p e S a be continuous conditions. There are {(If, n
q, Ef): 
ie co} a representation of q and {(Ff, np, Ef): ieco} a representation ofp such that 
Vi eco F? n supp(p) c Ff and nq < np < nq+ x. 
Proof. By induction using previous remark. D 
Let a* be a countable set of ordinals. Define Sa* as a countable support iteration 
of Sacks forcing with domain a*, i.e. Sa* is isomorphic to S 5 where 5 is the order 
type of a*. Even though, in general, it is not obvious that every condition in Sa* 
can be viewed as a condition in SW2 it is obviously so for continuous ones. Since 
the set of continuous conditions is dense in SW2 and closed under fusion we can 
(and will) from now on assume that all conditions mentioned are continuous. 
Lemma IL7. Let a* be a countable subset of a < co2. Let p* e Sa*, q e S a such 
that q < p*. Then there is a q* e Sa*, q* < p* such that, every r* e Sa* incompat-
ible with q is incompatible with q*. 
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Proof. Let q < p* be given together with their representations {(i# nf, Zf) : 
i e to) and {(If*, nf, s f ) - * e « } . Without loss of generality we can assume that 
I \{fr* :ieco] = a* and the representations are as in Lemma II.6. Define q* via 
a representation by putting for every i e co: 
Fr = FF\ 
nf = nf and 
%f = {ae E f : 3T G Zf+i V^ e Zf <x(j8) = r(j8)}. 
It is easy to see that this, indeed, defines a representation of a condition. Another 
way of describing the same procedure is as a fusion of px• = [j{p \ T : T G Ef+1}. So 
q* ^ §>a* and obviously q* < p*. 
Let r* G §a* be compatible with q*. Let 5* e §a* be their common extension. Let 
{{If, nq, Sf): i e ca} and {(if*, nf, S f ) : i e co} be representations of q and 5* such 
that for every i e F-* c F^ and nf < nq < nf+1. As in Lemma II.6. this is very easy 
to provide. Define a common extension t of 5* and q by putting 
Fl = F? 
n- = nf and 
2f = {o-G L?: 3T G Lf+i V/? G S5* ^ e T{/3)}. 
The condition f also has an alternative description using fusion. It should be 
obvious that t < q, 5*. This finishes the proof. • 
Note that the lemma says that §fl* is "nearly" regularly embedded into SW2. 
A virtually identical analysis (for a forcing notion different that the Sacks forcing) 
is contained in [HSZ]. 
I I I . C a r d i n a l i n v a r i a n t s in the Sacks model 
It is well known (see c.f. [BJ]) that iteration of any forcing having the Sacks 
property (i.p. the Sacks forcing itself) preserves that the ground model meager sets 
are cofinal. Hence cof{Ji) = cox in the Sacks model. It is also known that 
§ preserves P-points, hence u = co1 in the Sacks model. As a consequence, most 
cardinal invariants are small in the Sacks model. There are, however, cardinal 
invariants the smallness of which (in the Sacks model) does not follow from the 
above. The aim of this section is to show that some of these cardinal invariants are 
also small in the Sacks model. The main tool used here is the Lemma II.7. 
It is tempting to say that the following lemma is probably folklore but the same 
could be said for any of the results contained in this note. 
Lemma III.1. (CH) For every proper co03-bounding forcing P of size co{ there 
is a P indestructible MAD family. 
Proof. Using properness of P (and CH) it is possible to construct a sequence 
{(Pv v ) : a < ^i}» where pa e P, ra is a P-name, so that if T is a P-name and 
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p Ih "T e [coj0" then there is an a e cox such that pa < p and pa lh "T = Ta". Having 
fixed such a sequence an almost disjoint family si = {4*: a < cox} will be 
constructed by induction. 
Let {Ai•: i e co} be a partition of co into infinite sets. At stage a consider the pair 
(pa,Ta). If pa\/"\/p < a |Ta n ylftl < co" then let ,4a be any infinite set almost 
disjoint from all the Ap, ft < a. If palh "V/? < a |Ta n ^ | < co" let [Bm :meco}be 
an enumeration of pairwise disjoint finite modifications of [Ap: fi < a}. Let p be 
a name such that pa lh "p e co
w and "imeco Bm n xa c p(m)". As P is co^-bounding, 
there is an fe cow and a q < pa such that q\V p < f " . Put 
-4.= UBmn/(m). 
mew 
To finish the proof it is sufficient to show that lhP "si is MAD". To that end assume 
the contrary. That is, there is a P-name for a real T and a condition p e P such that 
p lh "Va < cOi: |T n Aa\ < K0". There is a /? such that Pp< p and p^lh "T = T / \ 
Then, however, p^ lh "T = .4 / ' which is a contradiction. • 
Theorem III.2. a = cox in the Sacks Model. 
Proof. Let si be an S^-indestructible MAD family. CH holds in the ground 
model and even though S ^ itself does not have cardinality Kj it has a dense subset 
of cardinality X^ Take for instance the set of all continuous conditions. So the 
Lemma III. 1 applies. The plan is to show that si is in fact SW2-indestructible. 
To that end assume that there is a Sa-name T for a real and a p* e Sa such that 
P* ll"sa "VA e si |T n A\ < K0". Let IV be a countable elementary submodel of 
H(co2) such that p*, Sa , x,si e IV. Let Dn = [peSa:p decides whether nex}. 
Recall that all conditions involved are assumed to be continuous, hence absolute. 
Let a* = oc n IV and let q* < p* be (IV, Sa)-generic such that q* e Sa*. Then 
(1) VIi e co Dn n IV is predense below q* and Dn n IV != Sa* and 
(2) there is an Sa*-name T' such that q* lh§a "T = T'". 
Since si is SWl-indestmctible it is also Sa*-indestructible. Using that and the 
existential completeness of forcing, 
3r* e Sa* r* < q* 3Aesi r* lh§a+ "\A n T'| = K0". 
However, since r* < p* and p* lh§a "V^ e si |T n A\ < K0", 
3q e S a q < r* 3M e co q lh§a "T n A c M " , 
which means that g is not compatible with those elements of Dn for n > M,ne A 
which force n e i . By Lemma II.7. there is 5* e Sa*, s* < r* such that every 
t* e Sa* incompatible with q is also incompatible with 5*. Therefore s* \\-Sam "x n 
A ^ M " which is contradictory to the fact that r* lh§a. "\A n T| = K0". Q 
Next it is shown that aT = co{ in the Sacks model. 
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Lemma III.З. (CH) There is a SЫl-indestructible partition of co
æ into compact 
sets. 
Proof. Fix a sequence {(pa, т a ) : a < æ{), where pa є SШ l, тa is a S^-name, such 
that if т is a S^.-name and p IҺ "т є coы" then there is an a є co{ such that pa < p 
and paIҺ "т = тa". 
Construct a sequence < : a < co{} of finitely branching subtrees of čO
<C0 by 
induction on a so that: 
(1) [Ћ] n Jß<a[Tß] = 0 and 
(2) Зq<pa Зß<a:q\h"zaє[Tß]". 
First find a q < po and g є coы such that g IҺ "т0 < g" and let TQ = (JИЄÖ,{o~є 2
n: 
o < g \ n}. At stage a consider the pair (pa, тa). 
If there is a p' < pa such that p' IҺ "т a єjß<a[Tß]" let TaЪe arbitrary satisfying 
(1). Then, of course, there is a q < p' and a ß < cc such that glh "т a є [7^]". 
If not, find a p' < pa and a g є co
ы such that p' IҺ "т a ф Jß<a[Tß] and тa < g". 
Enumerate a = {ô  : rz є co} and construct a fusion sequence (qi+u Щ+i) <ғt [ .ь mi) 
such that g0 -̂  p'
 a n d f° r every o : Ft ^ 2
Щ consistent with pt there is an sa є co
<ы 
such that qx \ oIҺ "sa ^ тa and ŝ  ф Ta". Let g be the fusion of the sequence and 
let Ta = {řє co
<ы :Зiєco Зo-.F^ 2m consistent with q such that q \ cгlh "t Í= V } . 
Note that Ta is a compact tree as every fє [T^] is dominated by g. Obviously 
glh"тaє[Ta]". D 
Theorem III.4. a T = co{ in the Sacks model 
Proof. Fix a partition ŽГ = {T^: a < co{) as in the previous lemma (CH holds 
in the ground model). It will be shown that 3~ is not only S^j-indestructible but 
also SШ2-indestructible. 
Assume that it is not the case. Then there is an a < coь a p є S a, and an Sa-name 
/ for a real such that plҺSa "fф J{[Ta] : oc < co{}". Again, we can assume that 
p and all conditions mentioned later are continuous. Fix a countable elementary 
submodel IV containing S a, p, / 2Г and let a* = IV n a. Then p є Sa* and 2Г is 
Sa*-indestшctible. Let r* < p be (IV, Sa)-generic such that r* є Sa*. There is 
a ß < co{ and p* є Sfl* such that p* < r* and p* IҺSűS1<"/ є [7^]". On the other 
hand, there is a q < p* and a o є co<ы\[Tß] such that glҺSa "o ^ / " . By Lemma 
11.7. there is a q* є Sa*, q* < p*, incompatible with all the elements of Sđ* which 
are incompatible with q. 
As r* is (IV, S )-generic we can treat / also as a Sa*-name. Let D be the set of 
those p є Sa wh ch decide f \\o. Then D є IV, D n IV .= Sfl* and D n IV is 
predense below r*. As g is incompatible with all s* є Sa* which force that 
/ f |<т| Ф a, so is q*. That, however, means that q* \\-Sam "o ^ / " which contradicts 
the fact that p* lrsв. "f є [Tß]". П 
Next it will be shown that ae = ap = cO! in the Sacks model. First it will be 
proved that, assuming CH, there are maximal families corresponding to the 
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cardinal invariants indestructible by S W l and then the Lemma П.7. will be used to 
show that they are, in fact, Srø2-indestructible. 
Lemma IIL5. (CH) There is an SWl-indestructible maximal family of eventually 
different functions. 
Proof. Fix a sequence {{pa, т a ) : a < æx), where pa є Sæi, тa is a Sш i-name, such 
that if т is a SЮl-name and p IҺ "т є co
æ" then there is an a є cLh such that pa < p 
and pa\Y "т = тa". 
We will construct a sequence <fa: a < c >, each fa є co
w by induction on a so that: 
(1) fa is eventually different from fß for every ß < a and 
(2) Зq<pa Зß<a:q\\-"\zanfß\ = K0". 
At stage a consider the pair {pa, тa). 
If there is a q < pa and a ß < a such that q IҺ "|тa n fß\ = N0", let fa be arbitrary 
satisfying (1). 
If it is not the case, enumerate a = {a,•: a є co) and construct a fusion sequence 
(gi+ь Щ+i) <Fi{qьm^ a tree T ^ co<æ and an increasing sequence of integers 
<Л :iє co} so that 
a) q0 decides тa f n0, 
b) q\ IҺ "т a n fa. ~ Пf x co", 
c) for every a: ¥x• -+ 2
m consistent with qx there is an sGєT n co
Пl such that 
qt í O-lh "sa ç тa", 
d) for every s є T n coщ there is a a consistent with pt such that 5 = sa and 
e) \TncoПi+í\ < ni+í - щ. 
Let q be the fusion of the sequence. Obviously, q\V "тa є [ Г ] " and also \/sє T 
Vm є døm(s) m > ą => s(m) Ф fai(m). Enumerate Г n co"
1 = {̂  :j < Jř} for every 
i є co. It follows from the construction that Ji+1 < ni+1 — щ. Now let 
fíjл _ Ј # ) if fe = и, + j and j < Jř 
^ ' ~ j wш{s(fc): 5 є T n cok+1) otherwise. 
It is immediate that q\V "|тa n fa\ = K0" and that fa is eventually different from 
all fß, ß < a. D 
Theorem III.6. ae = cгh in the Sacks model. 
Proof. Fix a family ѓF = {fa: a < co^) as in the previous lemma (CH holds in 
the ground model). It will be shown that Ј^ is §Ю2-indestmctible. 
Assume that it is not the case. Then there is an a < coь a p є Sa, and an Sa-name 
/ for a real such that p forces that / is eventually different from fa for every 
a < æx. Assume that p and all conditions mentioned later are continuous. Fix 
a countable elementary submodel jY containing Sa , p, f, Ј^ and let a* = IV n a. 
Then p є Sa* and ЗF is Sa*-indestructible. Let r* < p be {N, Sa)-generic such that 
r* є Sa*. There is a ß < CDX and p* є Sa* such that p* < r* and p* IҺ§űł " |f n f^| = 
X0". On the other hand, there is a q < p* and an п є co such that glҺ§ûH,"/n 
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fp c= n\ By Lemma II.7. there is a q* e Sa*, g* < p*, incompatible with all the 
elements of Sa* which are incompatible with q. 
As r* is (IV, Sa)-generic we can treat / also as a Sa*-name. Let Dm be the set of 
those p e S a which decide f(m) for m > n. Then Dme IV, Dm n N ^ Sa* and 
Dm n IV is predense below r*. As q is incompatible with all 5* G Sa* which force 
that f(m) = f^(m), so is g*. That, however, means that q* lh§a„, "f n / ^ g w" which 
contradicts the fact the p* lh§a+ "|f n fg| = K0". Q 
Lemma III.7. (CH) There is an SaH-indestructible maximal almost disjoint 
family of graphs of permutations. 
Proof. Fix a sequence {(pa, xa): a < co{), where pa e SWl, Ta is a S^-name, such 
that if T is a SWl-name and plh " i e Sym(co)" then there is an OLECD1 such that 
pa < pandp a lh"T = Ta". 
We will construct a sequence <7^: a < cOi> of permutations on co by induction 
on a so that: 
(1) 7ra is almost disjoint from 7tp for every /? < a and 
(2) 3g < pa 3)8 < a : p Ih "|ra n np\ = K0". 
At stage a consider the pair (pa, xa). 
If there is a q < pa and a /? < a such that q lh "|ra n TT̂ I = K0" let 7ra be an 
arbitrary permutation satisfying (1). 
If it is not the case, enumerate a = {qiie co} and construct a fusion sequence 
(<li+umi+i) <Fi(
(lbm), a tree T ^ OJ<W and an increasing sequence of integers 
<rjj: i G cO> so that 
a) g0lh "Ta \ n0 = 80" for some one-to-one s0 G of
0, 
b) g,lh "Ta n 7Ta. !== nf x co" and gt-+1lh "rng(Ta \ ni+1) =2 w", 
c) for every a: F( ^ 2
mi consistent with qt there is an sae T n CO"
1 such that 
g, t a l h ' X C Ta", 
d) for every s e T n co"1 there is a c/ consistent with qt such that s = sa and 
e) |TncOn '+ 1 | < ni+1 - 2nt. 
Let q be the fusion of the sequence. Obviously, q\\- "Ta e [7"]" and also VseT 
Mm G dom(s) m > nt=> s(m) 4= 7ca.(m). Enumerate T n co"
1 = {sj : j < J,} for every 
i G CO. It follows from the construction that Ji+1 < ni+1 — 2nt. Now construct 7ca by 
induction. Let na \ n0 = s0. Having defined 7ia \ nt let A = nt\ rng(na \ n^) and 
define na
l \ A so that 71,7 *(k) 4= na
1(k), i' < i, for every k e A. For every j < JI+1 
inductively find an I < ni+1 such that / is not in the domain of the part of 
7ia constructed so far and also such that s}
+1(/) is not in the range of the part of 
7ia constructed so far. As ni+1 > 2n + J + 1 there is no problem in doing so. Finally 
define 7ca on the rest of nl + 1 so that it is one-to-one, and so that 7ia(k) 4= ^af(fc) for 
every ke ni+1\n and for every /' < i. 
Then, indeed, 7ia is a permutation as 7ia \ nt is one-to-one and nt c= rng(na \ ni+1) 
for every i e co. It is also true that 7ra is almost disjoint from all Tip, /? < a and 
finally glh"|Tan7Ta| = K0". Q 
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Theorem III.8. ap = cox in the Sacks model. 
Proof. Fix a family 0 = \TIU : a < cr^} as in the previous lemma (CH holds in 
the ground model). It will be shown that 0 is §c02-indestructible. 
Assume that it is not the case. Then there is an a < cou a p e § a , and an §a-name 
fc for a permutation such that p forces that fc is eventually different from na for 
every a < co{. Assume that p and all conditions mentioned later are continuous. 
Fix a countable elementary submodel IV containing § a , p, fc, 0 and let a* = IV n a. 
Then p e Sa* and 0 is Sfl*-indestructible. Let r* < p be (IV, §a)-generic such that 
r* G §fl*. There is a /? < c0! and p* G §a* such that p* < r* and p* li-^ "|7t n 7î | = 
K0". On the other hand, there is a q < p* and an n e co such that q\\-Sa„ "itnn^ ri\ 
By Lemma II.7. there is a q* G §a*, g* < /?*, incompatible with all the elements 
of §a* which are incompatible with q. 
As r* is (IV, Sa)-generic we can treat fc also as a §a*-name. Let Dm be the set of 
those p G S a which decide 7t(m) for m > n. Then Dm e IV, Dm n IV ^ §fl* and 
Dm n IV is predense below r*. As q is incompatible with all 5* e Sa* which force 
that 7t(m) = Ti^m), so is g*. That, however, means that q* \\-Sa, "fc n 71̂  <= Iz" which 
contradicts the fact that p* ll-s "|7t n 71̂1 = K0". Q 
IV. * holds in the side-by-side Sacks model 
A forcing notion (complete Boolean algebra or partial order) IB is said to be 
(A, K)-semidistributive if every subset of K of size K in a forcing extension contains 
a ground model subset of size X when forcing with B. 
In what follows it will be shown that * holds in the side-by-side Sacks model. 
We develop a slightly more general framework in hope that it has more applications. 
Let P be an Axiom A forcing and let ( < „ : n e co} be a sequence of orderings 
on P witnessing it. Define a partial order s/(P) = P x co ordered by (p, n) < (g, m) 
ifn>m and p <nq. Properties of sf(P) depend, of course, not only on P but also 
on the choice of the orderings < n. 
Given a P-name x for an uncountable subset of cou a condition p e P and an 
n G co let 
-4„(p, x) = {aG cO!: 3q e P q <np and q lh "a e x"}. 
A condition p e P is said to be (x, n)-good if Vg <„ /? |-4n(#, x)| = Ki. A forcing 
notion P (together with an Axiom A structure) is said to be corgood provided that 
for every P-name x for an uncountable subset of cox and for every n G CO the set 
{pe P : p is (x, rz)-good} is dense in P . 
We will say that an Axiom A partial order P has unique fusion if whenever 
<# :ie co} is a fusion sequence and p.qeP are such that Vie co p <t pt and 
q <i Pi then p = q. Recall also that if P is a forcing notion then m(P) denotes the 
least number of dense subsets of P with no filter meeting them all. 
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Proposition IV.l. Let P be corgood. Then: 
(1) P is (co, co^-semidistributive. 
(2) IfP has unique fusion and m(ja/(P)) > co1 (in fact, if MA^ holds for s/(P) 
below every condition) then P is (cou co^-semidistributive. 
Proof. Let x be a P-name for an uncountable subset of coy and let p e P. 
Construct sequences <# : i e co}, <o$: i e co> such that: 
a) (xt = (Xj => i = j, 
b) p0 < P and/? I+1 <tpb 
c) Pi is (x. i)-good and 
d) pt\\- "a,- e x\ 
It is easy to fulfill the task given the fact that P is corgood. Let pw be the fusion 
of the sequence <# : i e co}. Then pm < p and pco\\- "{or; :ie co} ^ x" witnessing 
the (co, co^-semidistributivity of P. 
In order to prove (2). Let p e P be given and let 
D* = {(q,n) G ^(P) - g is (x, n)-good and qlh "/J G x" for some /? > a} 
and let 
En = {(g,m) G s/(P): P and m > n). 
As P is corgood the set Da is dense in stf(P) for every a. The sets Fn are obviously 
dense. Let G be an ultrafilter on stf(P) containing (p, 0) which meets all of the 
Da and En. For each i e co choose pt e P and mt > i such that (ph mf) e G, p0 < p 
and (p, b mI+1) < (p„ mf). Then the sequence <# : i e co> is a fusion sequence in P. 
Let pw be the fusion of the sequence. Obviously p^eP. Let Y = {aecLh: 
p(J lhP "a e x"}. All that is left to show is that Y is uncountable. If not then there is 
an a < cox such that Y ^ a. Let (g, k) e Da n G. The following Claim clearly 
produces a contradiction, hence finishes the proof. 
Claim. pw < q. 
In order to prove the Claim construct a sequence <(#, kt) e stf(P) :ie co} such 
that 
a) (go, h) = («, fc), 
b) (g,+ ,ki+1) < (qh fei), 
c) (gI+ , fei+i) < (A, w,). 
To accomplish the goal simply pick (g+1, ki+l)eG extending both (qn kt) and 
(pn m). The sequence (q : i G co> is a fusion sequence. Let qw be the fusion of the 
sequence. Note that qw <t pt for every i e co. As P has unique fusion qw = p0) and 
hence pM < q. • 
Examples. Cohen forcing Fn(co 2) is trivially (cob co^-semidistributive. Other 
forcing not ons such as random forcing, Hechler forcing, Mathias forcing, Laver 
forcing and Sacks forcing are (co, co^-semidistributive and, in some models, these 
forcings are even (cou co^-sem distr butive. 
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Here we concentrate on Sacks forcing. Recall that if p e S then t e p is 
a branching node of p if t^O, t^lep. The standard Axiom A orderings for the 
Sacks forcing (p <n q if p < q and the first n-many branching levels of q are 
contained in p) obviously have unique fusion property. For p e S and keco let 
p \ k = {t\ k:tep] and if a c= p let 1?<a> = {/e P '.3s e a s ^ t or t ^ s}. 
To show that S is cLh-good it is enough to show that whenever .x is a name for 
an uncountable subset of cou n e S and me co then the following holds: 
Claim IV.2. If p e S is (x, m)-good then there is a q < mp such that q is 
(x, m + \)-good. 
Suppose the Claim fails. Construct a sequence (pn: n e co) c § and for every 
pn an integer kn so that 
a) p0 <m p, \p0 n 2
k°\ = 2m and every t e 2k° contains m-many branching nodes, 
b) (pn+i,kn+1) < (pmkn) and 
c) if a e [pn n 2
k"]2m+1 and (Vt e p 0 t &o --i
0 + ^ e a s.t. t c t° n t1) then 
l^m+l(Pn+l<^>^)| < Nl. 
To do this suppose that pn, kn have been already constructed. Enumerate all a c 
p„ n 2fcn relevant for c) as {4 : / < / } . Construct {fin:i < I + 1} so that 
d) Pn = Pn, 
e) ^ + 1 < pn9 
f) p„ t fc« ^ Pn a n d 
g) l-4m+i(pi
+1<^X*)l<«i. 
At step i find pn < pj.<4> such that at ^ pj, and |An+i(14 x)l < ^1 (Note that if 
this is not possible then the Claim holds as then p1^) <m+1p and is 
(x, m + l)-good). Let 
Pn+1 = {J{m)'-teai}u[J{pn<t):tepnn2
k»\ai} 
and finally let pn+1 = pi and let kn+1 be such that (pn+u kn+1) < (pn, kn). 
Now let pm be the fusion of the sequence and let 
A = U { ^ + i ( ^ < a > > * ) 'ae[pnn 2
kn]2m+1 for some n e co as in c)} 
and note that A is countable. Choose y e Am{pw x)\A. Then there is a p' <mpM 
such that p' \\-"ye x\ Choose n such that the m + 1-branching subtree of p' is 
contained in p' \ kn, i.e. there is an a e [pw n 2
/c«]2m+1 satisfying the condition in 
c) such that p\a) <mpw. Then, however, y e A^^p^a),*) which is im-
possible. • 
So we have shown that S is (co, OJ^-semidistributive. As s/(§) is proper (see e.g. 
[CL]) by Proposition IV. 1 PFA implies that S is (cou co^-semidistributive. 
J. Baumgartner (in an unpublished note) showed that * holds in a model 
obtained from a model of V = L by adding many Sacks reals side-by-side. A proof 
of this fact is presented here. The side-by-side Sacks forcing for adding K many 
Sacks reals is denoted by §*. Let F be a finite subset of K, let x be a SK name for 
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an uncountable subset of co{ and let m, n be integers. A condition p e S
K is said to 
be (x, F,n)-good if V(q, m) < F (p, rz) |̂ 4(F>w)(q, x)| = K b where ,4(Fn)(p, x) = 
{a < CO!: 3(c], m) < F (p, n) such that q lh "a G x"} . 
Lemma IV.3. Let p e §K, let F ^ G be finite subsets of K, let x be a SK-name 
for an uncountable subset of cox and let n be an integer. If p is (x, F, n)-good then 
there are q e SK and m >n such that (q, m) <F (p, n) and q is (x, G, m)-good. 
Proof. The proof is an easy, though technical, extension of an analogous result 
for § in IV.2. • 
Lemma IV.4. (O) There is a ^-sequence <Xa: a e Lim(co{)y such that for every 
p e §Wl and every SWl-name x for an uncountable subset of cox there are q < p 
and a e Lim(co{) such that q lh "Xa .== x' 
. ?5 
Proof. First identify every §an-name y for a subset of coY with a set Y c= 
§Wl x coi by putting a pair (p, a) into Y if and only if p lh "a e j>". 
Claim. (O) There is a sequence <(pa, yla, M a ) : a G Lim(co{)} such that ifp e S
0J\ 
A <== §c°1 x C0i and C <= [H(co2)]
Ko is # closed and unbounded set of elementary 
submodels then there is an M e C and an a < cox such that M n H(co{) = Ma, 
M a n coj = a, p = pa e M a atid 4̂ n M a = v4a. 
To see this fix a O-sequence {Da: a < coj (i.e. a sequence such that Da <= a 
for every a < cOi and such that for every D ^ cot there are stationarily many 
a such that D n a = Da). 
First (using CH, a consequence of O) construct a sequence <Ma : a G C> (for 
some closed unbounded set C c= co^ such that 
a) Ma is an elementary submodel of H(cox), 
b) M a c M^ for a < /?, M^ = | J { M a : a < 0} for p limit in C , 
c) {Ma: a e C } is a closed unbounded subset of [IIt^Oi)]*
0 and 
d) M a n coj = a for every a e C . 
Doing this is straightforward. For a <£ C let M a be arbitrary. Note that 
(J{M a : a e C } = H(coi) and that for every C .= [H(co2)]
Ko closed and unbounded 
set of elementary submodels {a < coj : 3M e C such that M n //(coj) = Ma} is 
a closed unbounded subset of C . 
Fix also a bijection <D : co{ —• //(coj) such that 0 [ a ] = M a for every a e C . Now 
we are ready to define pa, ,4 . If <5[Da] = {p}xAe 0>(S
Wl) x ^ ( § W l x cox) and 
a G C , let pa = p and let v4a = a. Otherwise let pa and Aa be arbitrary. 
To see that the construction works let p, A, C be as required (WLOG p, Ae M 
for every MeC) and let D = # _ 1 [{p}x A]. Let C" = {ae C : 3M G C such that 
M a = M n H(cox)}. Note that C" is a closed unbounded subset of co^ There is an 
a G C such that Da = D n a, as {Da: a < coj is a O-sequence. This, of course, 
implies that p = pa and A n Ma = Aa. As (xe C" also Ma n col = oc and there is 
an M G C such that M n H(co{) = Ma. This finishes the proof of the claim. 
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Having fixed a sequence like this, construct Xa as follows: 
If there is a p e Sa\ A ^ SWl x cox a name for an uncountable subset of co{ and 
an elementary submodel M containing p and A such that pa = p, Ma = M n H(cox) 
and Aa = A n M (= A n Ma) then fix a sequence <a, :ieco} S oc and construct 
a sequence <($, n„ Fj, /?,) :ie co) such that 
(1) F;- c F;.+1 and (JiGft,F; = a, 
(2) a, < Pi < a, 
(3) g0 < P«, 
(4) a, e SW1 n M, 
(5) (<?,-+i,wi+i) <Fi{qi9n), 
(6) g, is (̂ 4, Fj, rij)-good and 
(7) q,lr-"AG^". 
Finally put Xa = {$:zecO}. It is easy to go through the construction using 
previous lemma (and the fact that M is an elementary submodel). 
If the triple (pa, Aa, Ma) does not satisfy the above requirements let Xa be an 
arbitrary sequence increasing to a. 
In order to verify that the construction works let p e SWl and x be as required. 
Let x c= SWl x cox be the "nice" name corresponding to x. Let C be a closed 
unbounded set of elementary submodels of H(co2) containing p and X. Then there 
is an a e Lim(a)^) and an M e C such that p = pa, X n Ma = Aa and M n 
H(cox) = Ma. Let q be the fusion of the sequence constructed at stage a. Note that 
even though the model in which q was constructed was probably different from 
M and the name for an uncountable subset of cLh was most likely not X, in the 
construction we never had to go outside H(co{) on which the two models agree. So 
qih"xa c= r . a 
Theorem IV.4. (J. Baumgartner). If O holds in the ground model then 
* holds in the side-by-side Sacks extension. 
Proof. Let <Xa: a e Lim(co^} be the ^-sequence constructed in the previous 
lemma. What remains to be proved is that it is still a *-sequence after forcing 
with SK. To that end let x be a name for an uncountable subset of co{ and let p 
be a condition. As all antichains in SK are of size at most t^ there is a set X c: K 
of cardinality ^ and a Sx-name y such that p e Sx and ll-§K "x = y\ Recall 
also that SK ^ S x x SKXX . NOW, as S x ^ SWl, by previous lemma there is 
an cceLim^x) and a qeSx such that q < p and q\\-sx"Xa c= y\ In fact 
qlh§,c"Xac=x\ • 
Corollary IV.6. If O holds in the ground model then Ob1 holds in the 
side-by-side Sacks extension. 
1 The principle Ob holds if there is a sequence { 4 ' a < c o 1 } , d a : a - > c o such that Vf : co! —> co 3a > 
co : f \ a <* da. 
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Proof. As * and b = a>1 both hold in the side-by-side Sacks model, so does 
Ob by Proposition 1.3. of [Hr]. • 
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